Farewell Tour - Saturday
(From 09:00am to 03:00pm)

Corcovado Mountain and the Christ The
Redeemer Statue
Reach the top of "Corcovado" by rail. A modern Swiss-made
cogwheel rail climbs through "Tijuca" Rain Forest to the top of the
mountain (710 meters). The cogwheel takes about 17 minutes, at a
maximum speed of 15km/h on its way up, and 22 minutes, at
12km/h, on its way down. One of the most amazing views during this
trip is the one of "Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas". At the very top of the
mountain, carved in soapstone mosaic in the finest art nouveau
style, stands the Christ the Redeemer, a 38 meters tall statue with
arms outstretched as if it were blessing the city. Reach the statue by
climbing a flight of steps quite steep. The above view of nearly the
entire city is nothing but breathtaking.

Lunch at Porcão Rio´s Restaurant
You will exploit all of Porcão’s quality, admiring one of the most
beautiful landscapes of our city – the Sugar Loaf. Porcão Rio’s is
sited in the Latin American largest urban park – Aterro do Flamengo.
It’s route guarantees quickness and safety for those who come up
from anywhere in the city. Going into Porcão Rio’s you will count
with the experience of a restaurant that has already entertained 49
uppermost head of the government in the world, according to the
most accurate specifications of the Brazilian government. At your
disposal, this is Porcão quality, an internationally recognized degree
of excellence. The Restaurant offers the very best of Brazilian
cuisine – Barbecue. Also offers a great variety of Salads and
Japanese Food in the self-service buffet. Using the “red-green” card
on your table, you can enjoy the best barbecue, served continuously
in accordance with your wishes. You’re going to enjoy a delicious
variety of meat and fish, specially prepared, including: beef, pork,
lamb, chicken, salmon and many others.

Price Per Person:Corcovado: R$ 240
(includes: transportation, pickup at the hotel, guide, entrance fee and lunch)

